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Brands are a big part of our lives. On a conscious andsubconscious level, we seek 
approval for things we do,buy and engage with. This approval is given by thebrand 
associated with them. Today in this creative boomof start-ups, each institute realizes that 
their brandneeds to hold an identity. It must be more human, morefriendly and closer to 
the customer in order to sustain.These companies, in order to brand themselves in 
adesired way go from consciously selecting a colortheme to running million-dollar 
campaigns for the sakeof holding or elevating their brand value. Brand is notwhat a 
product is; brand is what it is perceived to be.Over the years business empires have taken 
hugeamounts of efforts to shape this perception in a waythat is desirable and aligns with 
their values and culture. A brand is a personality of a product or company. It isthe thread 
that makes the relation between customersand the product come to life. It shapes the 
consumer’sexpectations around the product. The products in themarket are similar in 
utility. Right branding gives aproduct a unique selling point. A Titanmakes watches and 
so does Omega. Yet there isno comparison between the two. This is because theconsumer 
buys more than utility. 
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Introduction 

For years gender has been seen in binary terms only. Themost prominent brands that exist 
even today havebloomed from these rigid brand gender identities. Withthe evolution of 
human understanding and creativesectors, today designers are bold enough to 
experimentand go out of their way to break these walls and createbrand identities that are 
not overly masculine orfeminine.  A lot goes into making an image for the brand, 
fromlogos to their conversations to understanding theirtarget audience. A customer while 
picking up a branded product picks up a thought, a perception, of it either being a 
masculine product or a feminine product. 

Research Objective 

The following objectives are studied in this paper. 

1. To gain a betterunderstanding of how factors, such as advertising andpackaging, 
in combination with gender roles and brandconcept, play a role in shaping the 
view towards abrand- specifically to understand these in terms ofmasculine 
brands. 

2. To study the factors that give perception to the brand as masculine. 

 

 

Abstract 
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Literature review 

Azar, Salim. (2013). – This paper studied the dimensions of measuring the masculinity 
in a brand and also the nature of the brand. A series of four studies developed and 
validated a two-factor, five-item measurement scale for brand masculinity using 
exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. Content and face validities; reliability and 
internal validity; convergent and discriminant validities were established. 

Lieven, Theo & Herrmann, Andreas & Landwehr, Jan & Tilburg, Miriam. (2011)– 
This paper focused on the impact of brand design elements (logo shape, brand name, type 
font and color) on brand masculinity and femininity perceptions, consumer preferences 
and brand equity. This research empirically tests the relation between brand design 
elements, brand masculinity and femininity and brand preferences/equity in four studies 
involving fictitious and real brands. The paper came to a conclusion that brand design 
elements consistently influenced brand masculinity and femininity perceptions. These, in 
turn, significantly related to consumer preferences and brand equity.  

Ulrich, Isabelle & Tiisier-Desbordes, Elisabeth. (2018)This article examines the 
relationships between men and brands, and specifically how they configure their 
masculinities in relation to daily used brands. In-depth interviews with projective 
technique were conducted with 20 men with different masculinities and sexual 
orientations to explore their practices regarding and relations to various product 
categories and brands. Men with more traditional masculinities interpret brands through 
the prism of gender first and over-interpret gendered cues in brand execution. This paper 
investigates the relationships between men and brand gender for daily used brands, by 
introducing a diversity of masculinities.  

Why do we seek to understand the gender of the brand? 

 One mustunderstand that these styles of communication wereand are used not to hurt 
sentiments of a groupof society but rather to give aura to the product theperson at the 
other end is trying to deliver. We seek to understand what individuals perceive 
asmasculine and what factors work under the surface toensure that the goal is 
achieved.Masculinity is said to be associated with biology of genitals but masculinity is a 
socially constructedconcept that people selectively use to describe what aman should be 
and how he should act. It is what constitutes of manhood or manliness- facialhair, 
physical strength, emotional resistance,competitiveness, assertiveness, confidence, etc.   
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Masculinity is not simply restricted to traits but also tointerests and appearance. This 
further dwells intoprofession and share of responsibilities. For example,being a fire 
fighter is a masculine professionand earnings for the house rather than taking care ofkids 
is seen as masculine. Masculinity changes from relation to relation. In a man-man 
relation, masculinity is defined by respect andintegrity towards the other while in a 
relationship with awoman, it is (or rather was) defined by violence andgaining 
submission from the woman. It is important to study masculinity because it is 
anentitlement and at every point a male assumes he maylose it.The very state of manhood 
as a precarious social status that is hard won and easily lost, and thatrequires continual 
public demonstrations of proof.The precarious manhood thesis has three basictenets: 

1. Manhood is widely viewed as anelusive, achieved status, or one that must 
beearned (in contrast to womanhood, which is assigned, status).  

2. Manhood status is tenuous andimpermanent; that is, it can be lost or takenaway.  
3. Manhood is confirmed primarily brothers and thus requires public demonstrations 

ofproof. 

These arguments will help us understand why thestructure of brand masculinity has 
not changed incomparison to femininity which has seen drasticchanges over the last 2 
decades Masculine and feminine are terms generallyused forpeople. 
Currentlymarketers are usingpersonality traits ofhumans in order todetermine a 
brand’smasculinity.  To makethis moreunderstandable, let usfirst consider what 
domarketers stillconsider masculine We no more think that women cannot be all the 
abovebut if we listen to our conversations carefully, wewould realize that a female 
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having similar personalitywill be called a “not so girly girl” or she is said tobehave 
“like a man”. These show how deep rootedsome notions are and up further we will 
realize howbrands use this to their advantage.A lot of statistics and study show that 
women paymore for products than men. High end brands have ahuge difference 
between the prices of men's andwomen's commodities. The factors due to which 
thishappens are labor cost and exclusive packaging.Women have a wide range of 
color and design tochoose from as compared to men. Even when we lookat clothes, 
women’s wear is more diverse than that ofmen adding on to the charge.  We also 
need toconsider the frequency of purchase. A man walks to asalon at least once a 
week, but women goes for ahaircut once every 3 months on an average.  
Whileadvertising, companies keepin mind the perception ofideal “man”. This 
informationgives them enough contentwhile choosing color andtone to create a 
masculineappeal.The colors chosen bymasculine brands are solidand rigid. They are 
sophisticated, aggressive. Also, the language is ratherstrong and speaks of acquiring, 
inheriting, of riches andof course success Brands with rigid male identities neveruse 
light colors like pick or bright ones like yellow. Younever see liveliness in them, they 
are hard. You never seethe model with flowing hair or a genuine smile. It is eithera 
serious face or a sensual smirk of having multiplewomen by their side. Stroking 
masculine insecurities it does not just have to do with the men’s store. Even thekids 
or baby store has a very well split pink-blue sectionfor mothers to decide which aisle 
to walkthrough. So these colors don’t just talk to men aboutmasculinity but also to 
women.The other thing that thesebrands repeatedly tell is that if their brand is used, 
thenthe man will become manlier. Women wouldwant him, and men would want to 
be more like him we associate certain activities with certain gender. Likenail paints 
are for women but bikes are for men. Wine isfor women, but vodka is for men. Thus, 
even withoutattempting to create a gendered identity, products likethese tend to be 
seen as masculine. Then why do theseproducts still emphasize on masculinity in 
theircommunication? This is because; the strength of the addetermines the brand 
positioning. If beer is a man’sproduct and if they show a princess drinking it, it would 
be seen as a mild or diluted beer that a manwould not want. In order to position 
themselves, theseproducts and brands aggressively try to carve therequired image 
around their products. There seems to be a weekday routine that’sall about success 
and achievement, and onthe weekend it is all about ‘going back to the old ways’ 
ofbeing with the boys, enjoying sports and having a beer,”  The best way to target 
these men is to leverage the mindset.Brands are not perceived as masculine only 
whenthey look masculine in cultural terms. A brandalso must be non- feminine. 
Studies prove that loyalcustomers get upset when the brandincludes other gender 
under its umbrella. This is alsotermed as ‘gender contamination’. And this fear 
ofusing products made for the other gender affects menway more than women. This 
also comes from the deeprooted believes of anything associated with women isless 
powerful or loses power. Thus, after gaining goodbrand value, brands must be careful 
while expandingtheir product line. Coco Cola had a huge marketamongst women 
when it launched their zero caloriesdiet coke. It tried hard but to no avail was it able 
toget men to have it. So, the team re-branded theproduct and ran a campaign called 
‘It's not your fault’which spoke specifically to men telling them it was nottheir fault 
that they did not have coke but rather company’s positioning was at fault. These 
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cross-gender extensions of brands are seeneverywhere. Extension of brands mean 
“use ofestablished brand names to enter new productcategories or classes”, like Jeep 
introducing strollers.Brands have used extensions on a large scale toattract opposite 
genders, like LV coming up with waistbelts or Gillette for women. But in spaces 
wheremasculine brands open up for female, the risk of losingthe “masculinity” of the 
brand is higher.Not only do they have to be non-feminine but with theawareness of 
the queer community,they must separate themselves from anything otherthan 
heterosexual male prototype which is toughbecause the spectrum is wide, and the 
lines are blurry Metrosexual male is usually an urban heterosexual male given to 
enhancing his personal appearance byfastidious grooming, beauty treatments, 
andfashionable clothes.  The urban society does not lookdown at men grooming 
themselves or lookingpresentable gives men a bit freedom to pamperthemselves 
which was frowned upon previously.Acceptanceofmetro-sexuality found that females 
have agreat impact on men in the purchase process for malecosmetics. The 
researchers explain this by the factthat females are seen as experts in the area 
ofcosmetics. In many cases, it is even the female partnerthat makes the actual 
purchase. This makes it very important for a brand todepict masculinity in a better 
way. The power todecide resides in the hands of the women and traitswhich are 
overly misogynistic or aggressive can repelher from the product which affects the 
salesnegatively. 

It is not known whether brands think of certain traits asmasculine or is it the 
consciousness around the issue ofgender inequality and representation that makesus 
analyze them in a certain way. Some things havenot changed, and we know this by 
observing everydayconversations and lifestyle of people around us. Thestigma of being 
“less manly” beingsynonym to “feminine” still exists but there is asignificant change in 
other aspects of masculinity. Thishas to do with the fact that men are allowingthemselves 
to be more human and free flowing thanbefore. Education and social media have 
impactedmen to see that the ideal man image has changed. Thenew man is more decent, 
well-groomed and humblethan the previous stuck up and arrogant one. With moremen 
coming forth and proudly wearing pink and gettingtheir manicures and pedicures done, 
there seems afuture where brands would need to take these newvalues into consideration 
before creating the brandaura. With time, cultures and believes change. 

Conclusion:  We have moved way ahead of old ideologies, butthese ideologies are very 
urban, and the world has ahuge amount of rural uneducated population. So, thereis a 
possibility that there will be 2 identities for the“ideal man”. One which would be urban, 
which will betaken up by niche, high end brands whose customersare well educated and 
well off with a social status. Andthere will be another one, the more rural one. Thiswould 
cater to a larger sector. Brands with massproductions would use this “ideal man” who 
would berigid, rough, tribal and still very dominant, the one forwhom sex appeal and 
physical power would qualify asmasculine. Thus, there will be 2 sets of criteria on 
whichthe question “what makes a brand masculine?’ will beanswered.This can be called 
as an “optimistic” viewpoint.Although men will be open to new changes and lettingtheir 
emotional side work, we don’t really know if thiswould change the structure of 
masculinity in their head.This is because the term is quite relative. In a verybroad sense 
we see masculine as somethingstronger than feminine. Given the empowerment ofwomen 
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and their share in public voice and economy, itis equally possible that men take up rather 
aggressive steps in order to be “better” or “stronger”, eliminatingthe new urban man who 
is the decent one and creatinga picture of crueler and physically violent than theexisting 
image.These are all assumptions based on what we have aspast masculine behavior and 
the present one. What we lack in terms of information is “what mindset isdriving these 
changes in men?” Although the study isabout brands but the brand masculinity changes 
withthe cultural masculinity and thus deep study of thesame is quite essential. 
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